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Abstract

Background: Many antidepressants are substrates of P‐glycoprotein, an efflux

transporter in the blood‐brain‐barrier encoded by the ABCB1 gene. Genetic varia-

tions might influence the transport rate of antidepressants and hence their phar-

macological effects. This study investigates the influence of eight polymorphisms in

the ABCB1 gene on antidepressant treatment response.

Method: 152 patients were included from psychiatric departments of the Mental

Health Research Institute in Tomsk. The difference in Hamilton‐Depression‐Rating‐
Scale (HAMD‐17)‐scores between baseline and week two, week two and four, and

baseline and week four was used to estimate timing of improvement of depression.

Associations between the ABCB1 gene‐polymorphisms and reduction in HAMD‐17
score were assessed using independent t‐test and multiple linear regression.

Results: Tricyclic antidepressants were associated with a higher reduction of

HAMD‐17 score when compared to SSRIs. The SNP rs2235040 A‐allele had a sig-

nificant positive influence on the ΔHAMD‐17(0→2W) score but a significant negative

influence on the ΔHAMD‐17(2→4W) score. The rs4148739 G‐allele had a significant
negative influence on the ΔHAMD‐17(0→2W) score but a significant positive influ-

ence on the ΔHAMD‐17(2→4W) score. The SNP rs2235015 T‐allele is significant

negatively related to the ΔHAMD‐17(2→4W) score.

Conclusion: ABCB1 Genetic variations appear to affect speed but not magnitude of

antidepressant drug response.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a disabling mental disorder

with a high incidence and prevalence rate (Murray & Lopez, 1996).

In 2017 worldwide, more than 163 million people were affected by

MDD. The number of years lived with disability (YLD's) attribut-

able to a major depressive disorder increased by 12.6% between

2007 and 2017 (GBD 2017 Oral Disorders Collaborators et al.,

2020).

In the treatment of MDD, antidepressants are generally indi-

cated (Bauer et al., 2013) but their response rate and clinical efficacy

is suboptimal. The main purpose of treatment is remission of

depressive symptoms but the response rate of first line treatment is

relatively low (Bauer et al., 2013; Rush et al., 2006).

Lack of response to antidepressants may be explained by mul-

tiple factors. One important factor is suboptimal treatment caused by

inadequate transport into the central nervous system (CNS). The

CNS is protected against xenobiotic substances by the blood brain

barrier (BBB), which contains multiple transport proteins whose

function is to drive xenobiotics back into the bloodstream. One of

these trans‐membrane transport proteins is P‐glycoprotein,
expressed at the blood facing side of the blood brain barrier (Cordon‐
Cardo et al., 1989). Its primary function is the active transport of

penetrated chemicals from the brain back into the bloodstream

(Ambudkar et al., 1999). Several antidepressants are known sub-

strates of the P‐gp transporter, for example nortriptyline (Ejsing

et al., 2006; Uhr, et al., 2000), amitriptyline (Uhr et al., 2000), ven-

lafaxine (Uhr et al., 2003), paroxetine (Uhr et al., 2003), citalopram

(Doran et al., 2005; Uhr & Grauer, 2003), sertraline (Wang

et al., 2008), and trimipramine (Fabbri et al., 2013; Porcelli

et al., 2011; Uhr & Grauer, 2003).

The P‐gp efflux transporter is encoded by the ‘ATP binding

cassette subfamily B member 1’ (ABCB1) gene (Ambudkar et al., 1999).

Genetic variations in the ABCB1 gene might influence the function-

ality of the transporter and therefore the transport rate of antide-

pressants into the brain (Porcelli et al., 2011). Several studies have

investigated the influence of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)

in the ABCB1 gene on antidepressant treatment outcome (Breiten-

stein et al., 2015; Kato et al., 2008; Uhr et al., 2008). The primary

SNP's under investigation are rs1045642 (C3435T) and rs2032582

(G2677T), mainly because these are linked to alterations in the P‐gp
expression and functionality (Eichelbaum et al., 2004; Hoffmeyer

et al., 2000; Schwab et al., 2003).

In studies investigating the relationship between several ABCB1

SNPs and antidepressant response, conflicting results have been

found. While several studies have shown a significant relation be-

tween SNPs and antidepressant treatment response (Breitenstein

et al., 2015; Kato et al., 2008; Nikisch et al., 2008; Sarginson

et al., 2010; Singh et al., 2012; Uhr et al., 2008a), others have been

unable to determine a significant association (Gex‐Fabry et al., 2008;
Perlis et al., 2010; Porcelli et al., 2011; Simoons et al., 2020). Most of

these studies focused on newer groups of antidepressants, such as

the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs). However, tricyclic

antidepressants (TCAs) like nortriptyline and amitriptyline are also

known P‐gp substrates, so one might also expect an effect of SNPs on
treatment response for this group (Ejsing et al., 2006; Uhr

et al., 2000). The type of antidepressant or affinity of the drug for the

P‐gp transporter might influence the contradictory results. Conflict-

ing results are however also found for individual drugs, such as

paroxetine (Gex‐Fabry et al., 2008; Kato et al., 2008; Uhr

et al., 2008).

The reported results might be influenced by the lack of

consensus regarding the clinical efficacy of antidepressants during

the first two weeks. Traditionally, a delay in treatment response of

several weeks is hypothesized for antidepressants (Quitkin

et al., 1984; van Calker et al., 2009). In this theory, early effects of

antidepressant treatment are merely attributed to placebo‐like
responses. Other studies however have reported more immediate

effects of antidepressants compared to placebo (Posternak &

Zimmerman, 2005; Stassen et al., 1996, 2007; Taylor, 2007), making

the interpretation of “true” drug effect more difficult.

To further investigate the above contradiction, this naturalistic

prospective cohort study investigates the influence of eight poly-

morphisms in the ABCB1 gene on the timing of antidepressant

treatment response. The influence of the polymorphisms is inves-

tigated over a time period of four weeks in patients with moderate

or severe depressive disorders using the calculated difference in

HAMD‐17 scores. To determine whether the outcome is influenced

by the type of antidepressant or the affinity of the antidepressant

for the P‐gp receptor, the patient population will be stratified based

on the type of antidepressant treatment and affinity for the P‐gp
transporter. To examine the supposed delay in treatment

response, improvement in HAMD‐17 scores was compared between

the first 2 weeks, the last two weeks and over the total period of

4 weeks.

2 | METHOD AND MATERIALS

2.1 | Patients

For this study, 186 patients were included from psychiatric de-

partments of the Mental Health Research Institute (MHRI) in Tomsk,

Russian Federation. Written informed consent was provided before

inclusion. The time period in which patients were included is from

April 2012 until January 2015.

The inclusion criteria for patients in the study were an at least

moderately severe depressive episode (HAMD‐17 score > 17) caused

by a depressive episode (ICD: F32) or recurrent depressive disorder

(ICD: F33) (Sheehan et al., 1998). Patients were between 18 and 70

years old and free of treatment with antidepressant drugs for at least

6 months before inclusion.

The study population and methods applied are partially

described earlier by Ochi et al. (2019). Patients with schizophrenia, a

decompensated personality disorders, of non‐Caucasian ethnicity,

with relevant pharmacological withdrawal symptoms or organic brain
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disorders (i.e., epilepsy, Parkinson's disease) were excluded from

participation. In addition, individuals with relevant serious or unsta-

ble physical conditions (including abnormal liver and kidney function)

were excluded, as were pregnant patients, patients with relevant

gynecological or endocrine disorder or patients using anti-

dopaminergic drugs (antipsychotic or antiemetic drugs).

The study procedures were reviewed and approved by the

Institutional Medical Review Board of the MHRI (protocol 49 from

April 23, 2012). The study was carried out in accordance with The

Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of

Helsinki 1975, revised in Fortaleza, Brazil, 2013) for experiments

involving humans.

2.2 | Depression rating

The 17‐item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAMD‐17) (Hamil-
ton, 1960) was used to score the severity of depression before

treatment, after two weeks and after four weeks of treatment with

antidepressants. After inclusion in the study, the severity of the

depressive episode of the patient was scored with the HAMD‐17
score within 2 days. Treatment was initiated immediately after fin-

ishing the HAMD‐17 test.

2.3 | Blood sampling and genotyping

Venous blood samples for DNA extraction were collected after 8 h

of overnight fasting following the local procedure. Blood samples

were collected in EDTA tubes and stored at −20°C until DNA

isolation. DNA was isolated by the standard phenol‐chloroform
method, checking of the quality and quantity of DNA was carried

out in the Laboratory of Molecular Genetics and Biochemistry of

the Mental Health Research Institute using NanoDrop™ 8000

Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). All DNA samples

were genotyped simultaneously for eight SNPs within the ABCB1

gene (Supplementary Table 1) in the Laboratory of Genetics of the

University of Groningen with the MassARRAY® System (Agena

Bioscience™) during March‐May 2015. Genotyping was performed

on a Sequenom MassARRAY Analyzer 4 using the SEQUENOM

Consumables iPLEX Gold 384. DNA sample preparation for

SEQUENOM MassARRAY® Analyzer 4 includes several steps:

multiplex PCR, SAP reaction (purification of PCR products), iPLEX

Gold reaction (primer extension reaction) and then placing the

samples on a special chip (SpectroCHIP Array) using NanoDispenser

RS1000 prior to loading them into the analyzer.

2.4 | Statistical analysis

From the original dataset, patients with missing data on HAMD‐
17 scores and/or genotype information were excluded. After

exclusion of missing values, three new variables were created,

characterizing the difference in HAMD‐17 score between the

second week of treatment and baseline (before treatment)

(ΔHAMD‐170‐2W), between the second and fourth week (ΔHAMD‐
172‐4W) and between the fourth week of treatment with antide-

pressants and baseline (ΔHAMD‐170‐4W) (Ochi et al., 2019). A

lower HAMD‐17 score indicates a better clinical outcome. Due to

the limited population size, the homozygous recessive genotypes

were limited in number for six of the eight tested genotypes and

were combined with heterozygous genotypes (i.e.,, rs2032583,

rs2235040, rs28401781, rs2235015, rs4148739, rs928256). The

deviation from Hardy‐Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) was tested for

all genotypes.

Patient characteristics were determined with descriptive sta-

tistics. Independent t‐test was used to compare the ΔHAMD‐170‐
2W, ΔHAMD‐172‐4W and ΔHAMD‐170‐4W values between patients

using medication with high affinity for the P‐gp receptor (sertraline/
paroxetine and escitalopram/citalopram) and patients using medi-

cation with low or unknown P‐gp affinity like fluoxetine or mirta-

zapine. To determine the variance in the independent t‐test,
Levene's test for equality was used. Further, independent T‐tests
compared the ΔHAMD‐170‐2W and ΔHAMD‐172‐4W values between

different types of antidepressants (i.e., SSRI, TCA, SNRI, NaSSa,

Agomelatine). To determine the relation between the ABCB1 SNPs

and the ΔHAMD‐170‐2W, ΔHAMD‐172‐4W and ΔHAMD‐170‐4W
score, multiple linear regression analysis was performed to deter-

mine the association between ABCB1 genotypes and ΔHAMD‐17
scores, including covariates of sex, episode status (single vs. multi-

ple depressive episode) and antidepressant treatment. SPSS soft-

ware (release 25.0) was used for the statistical analyses. p‐values
<0.05 were considered significant.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Patients

After exclusion of patients with missing data on HAMD‐17 scores

and/or genotype information, a total of 152 patients (134 female/

18 male) were included in this study. The mean age of the male

patients was 49.8 � 9.7 years and for female patients,

49.5 � 11.2 years. For six of the eight tested genotypes the

recessive homozygous genotype was combined with the hetero-

zygous genotypes due to a limited number of patients (<5%) with
the genotype in the study population. A total of 92 (60.5%)

patients were treated with SSRIs, 23 (15.1%) patients received a

TCA, 14 (9.2%) patients were treated with SNRIs, 12 (7.8%)

patients used agomelatine and 11 (7.2%) patients received NaSSa.

The clinical and demographic characteristics of the study popula-

tion are presented in Table 1.

The genotype distribution of all SNP's was consistent with

the Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (Supplementary Tables 2 and 3).
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The HAMD‐17 scores improved in each subgroup and genotype

tested over time. The improvement was for all subgroups and

genotypes greater in the first two weeks compared to the second

2 weeks.

3.2 | Differences between antidepressant
treatment and ΔHAMD‐17

Independent t‐test analysis was performed to analyze the potential

difference in ΔHAMD‐170‐2W and ΔHAMD‐172‐4W and ΔHAMD‐170‐
4W scores between different groups of antidepressants. No significant

difference in ΔHAMD was determined between the sertraline/par-

oxetine or escitalopram/citalopram and other antidepressants across

all study periods.

3.3 | ABCB1 and HAMD‐17 analyses

To study the influence of the different ABCB1 genotypes

encoding for P‐gp on the ΔHAMD‐170‐2W, ΔHAMD‐172‐4W and

ΔHAMD‐170‐4W scores, multivariate linear regression analyses

were performed with stratification for antidepressant treatment

(sertraline/paroxetine vs. other antidepressants). A significant

association was found in SNPs rs2235040 and rs4148739 and

ΔHAMD‐17 scores (rs2235040 ΔHAMD‐170‐2W: B = 10.55 [95%

CI: 0.71 – 20.39], p = 0.036; ΔHAMD‐172‐4W: B = −10.03 [95%

CI: −19.19 – −0.87], p = 0.036 || rs4148739 ΔHAMD‐170‐2W:
B = −11.33 [95% CI: −21.27 – −1.38], p = 0.026; ΔHAMD‐172‐
4W: B = 11.19 [95% CI: 1.94 – 20.44], p = 0.018). The associ-

ations were no longer significant when analyzed with ΔHAMD‐
170‐4W score.

The analysis was repeated with the escitalopram/citalopram

study population. Significance was determined in the same SNPs as

the previous analysis (rs2235040 ΔHAMD‐170‐2W: B = 10.97 [95%

CI: 1.22 – 20.72], p = 0.028; ΔHAMD‐172‐4W: B = −10.28 [95% CI:

−19.36 – −1.20], p = 0.027 || rs4148739 ΔHAMD‐170‐2W:
B = −11.86 [95% CI: −21.62 – −2.10], p = 0.018; ΔHAMD‐172‐4W:
B = 11.59 [95% CI: 2.50 – 20.68], p = 0.013). Proceeding with

ΔHAMD‐170‐4W score analyses resulted in similar findings to ser-

traline/paroxetine as there was no significance found (Figure 1).

The study population was stratified based on antidepressant

types (i.e., SSRI, TCA, SNRI, NaSSa, agomelatine). Rs2235040 and

rs4148739 were found again demonstrating significant differences in

ΔHAMD‐17 for time periods time of initiation to two weeks and two
weeks and four weeks (rs2235040 ΔHAMD‐170‐2W: B = 10.80 [95%

CI: 1.43 – 20.16], p = 0.024; ΔHAMD‐172‐4W: B = −11.14 [95% CI:

−19.63 – −2.65], p = 0.011 || rs4148739 ΔHAMD‐170‐2W:
B = −11.26 [95% CI: −20.67 – −1.84], p = 0.02; ΔHAMD‐172‐4W:
B = 12.46 [95% CI: 3.92 – 21.00], p = 0.005). For ΔHAMD‐172‐4W,

rs2235015 was determined to be significant (B = −2.93 [95% CI:

−5.46 – −0.39], p = 0.024). No SNPs were found with a significant

association in ΔHAMD‐170‐4W (Table 2).

Difference ΔHAMD‐17 between men and women was found to

be significant in the analysis for sertraline/paroxetine (s/p) and

escitalopram/citalopram (e/p) during week two and week four (s/p:

B = 2.76 [95% CI: 0.74 – 5.45], p = 0.044 || e/c: B = 2.76 [95% CI: 0.73

– 5.44], p = 0.044). Difference in antidepressant response was found

in the analysis between antidepressant types. Agomelatine was

associated with a significant influence on the ΔHAMD‐172‐4W score

(B = −5.00 [95% CI: −7.97 – −2.02], p = 0.001). Tricyclic antide-

pressants were found to have a significant positive association

compared to SSRIs across the study periods HAMD‐17 (ΔHAM‐
D170‐2W B = 3.92 [95% CI: 1.50 – 6.33], p = 0.002; ΔHAM‐D172‐4W
B = 2.22 [95% CI: 0.32 – 4.41], p = 0.047; ΔHAM‐D170‐4W B = 6.15

[95% CI: 3.18 – 9.10], p = 0.0003).

When conducting the multiple linear regression analyses for the

different ABCB1 genotypes and ΔHAMD‐17, two SNP's

(rs28401781 and rs2032583) were excluded from the analysis by

TAB L E 1 Patient characteristics

Parameter Number

Sex (N) 152

Male 18

Female 134

Age (Years) + SD

Male 49.8 � 9.7

Female 49.5 � 11.2

SSRI (N) 92 (60.5%)

Sertraline 24

Paroxetine 22

Escitalopram 16

Fluoxetine 12

Fluvoxamine 12

Citalopram 4

Trazodone 1

Trazodone + paroxetine 1

TCA (N) 23 (15.1%)

Clomipramine 16

Pipofezine 6

Amitriptyline 1

SNRI (N) 14 (9.2%)

Venlafaxine 10

Duloxetine 4

NaSSa (N) 11 (7.2%)

Mirtazapine 7

Mianserin 4

Agomelatine 12 (7.8%)
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the statistical program. These were corroborated by SPSS due to

the lack of added value to the equation, as the variance in the SNP

was already contained in the equation. A linkage disequilibrium plot

was made to check for possible linkage between the SNP's. A high

linkage disequilibrium was denoted between rs28401781,

rs2032583, rs4148739, rs2235040, rs2235015 and rs9282564,

supplementing the rationale of exclusion of the SNP's rs28401781

and rs2032583.

F I GUR E 1 ΔHAM‐D 17 Scores of the SNPs rs2235040, rs4148739 and rs2235015

GEERS ET AL. - 5 of 10



3.4 | ΔHAMD‐17 difference between single and
multiple depressive episode patients

The independent t‐test analysis was performed to analyze the

potential difference in ΔHAMD‐170‐2W, ΔHAMD‐172‐4W and

ΔHAMD‐170‐4W scores between patients with single and multiple

depressive episodes. No significance concerning response within

the two depressive episodes was found, denoting a lack of

response difference between the two major depression types in

this study.

4 | DISCUSSION

In this study, the influence of eight polymorphisms in the ABCB1 gene

on antidepressant treatment response was studied in freshly

admitted, treatment‐free in‐patients with moderate or severe

depressive disorders using the calculated difference in HAMD‐17
scores. The improvement in HAMD‐17 scores was compared be-

tween the first two weeks, the last two weeks and in the total period

of four weeks. The SNP rs2235040 A allele was found to have a

significant positive relation with the ΔHAMD‐170‐2W score but a

significant negative influence on the ΔHAMD‐172‐4W score. The

rs4148739 G allele in contrast seems to have a significant negative

influence on the ΔHAMD‐170‐2W score but a significant positive in-

fluence on the ΔHAMD‐172‐4W score. The SNP rs2235015 T allele

was also found to be negatively related to the ΔHAMD‐172‐4W score.

The analysis between the ABCB1 genotypes and the ΔHAMD‐170‐4W

scores failed to demonstrate a significant relationship in all cases.

Also no significant difference in ΔHAMD score was found between

sertraline/paroxetine or escitalopram/citalopram and other antide-

pressants across all study periods.

When the study population was stratified based on antidepres-

sants type, TCA's showed a significant positive influence on the

calculated difference in HAMD‐17 scores compared to SSRIs across

all study periods. Also agomelatine was associated with a significant

influence on the ΔHAM‐D172‐4W score.

SSRIs are often first choice antidepressants for major depres-

sive disorder since they have a more favorable side effect profile

compared to TCAs (Anderson, 2000; Trimbos instituut, 2013). The

effectiveness of the two groups does not seem to differ substan-

tially (Anderson, 2000; Williams et al., 2000). Our study in contrast,

showed that TCAs have a higher response rate in all analyzed time

periods compared to SSRI's. This might be explained by the fact

that all patients in this study were clinically treated and is in line

with a large meta‐analysis study conducted by Anderson (2000).

This study states that TCA's are more effective in in‐patients
compared with SSRI's. TCAs are therefore often first choice in

this patient group.

A peculiarity of the current study is also that the response to

treatment is very high: the mean HAMD‐17 scores decrease in 4

weeks from 24.3 � 5.2 to 5.0 � 3.9 (Ochi et al., 2019). This cannot

be entirely attributed to the effect of admission to a clinical setting.

An important factor is probably that more than half of the patients

had never been treated with antidepressants and none of them had

taken an antidepressant during the last 6 months before admission.

TAB L E 2 Linear regression of
covariates age, gender, ABCB1
genotypes, type of antidepressant for

baseline/week two, week two/four and
baseline and week 4

Period
0–2 weeks 2–4 weeks 0–4 weeks

Baseline predictors B p‐value B p‐value B p‐value

Sex 0.150 0.915 2.171 0.092 2.321 0.181

Age −0.018 0.647 0.015 0.690 −0.004 0.937

RS1045642 C 0.083 0.961 1.151 0.456 1.234 0.554

RS1045642 TC −0.286 0.793 −0.314 0.750 −0.600 0.652

RS2235040 AGA 10.799 0.024* −11.143 0.011* −0.345 0.953

RS2235015 TGT 1.075 0.447 −2.926 0.024* −1.851 0.286

RS4148739 GGA −11.258 0.020* 12.462 0.005** 1.204 0.836

RS9282564 GGA −0.346 0.750 −0.119 0.904 −0.465 0.727

RS2032582 A 0.618 0.693 −1.411 0.322 −0.793 0.680

RS2032582 CA 0.282 0.825 −0.898 0.438 −0.617 0.693

TCAs 3.922 0.002** 2.222 0.047* 6.145 0.000**

SNRIs −0.378 0.787 1.625 0.201 1.248 0.467

Agomelatine 3.085 0.065 −4.998 0.001** −1.912 0.347

NaSSAs −0.033 0.986 −1.252 0.463 −1.285 0.577

Abbreviations: B, regression coefficients; NaSSAs, noradrenergic and specific serotonergic

antidepressants; SNRIs, serotonin–norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors; TCAs, tricyclic

antidepressants.

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.
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This criterion has been very unusual in this type of research in

recent decades and is likely to have a major impact on response

size by elimination of negative carry‐over effects of previous

treatments.

The linear regression analysis between the eight SNP's and

ΔHAMD‐17 scores across all study periods showed several signifi-

cant relations. First, the SNP rs2235015 T allele was found to have a

significant negative relation with the ΔHAMD‐172‐4W score. Uhr

et al. (2008) previously showed that patients carrying the minor C

allele of SNP rs2032583 and the minor T allele of rs2235015 had

significantly higher remission rates in comparison to non‐carriers.
Other studies however found no predictive value of rs2235015 on

clinical improvement (Sarginson et al., 2010; Schatzberg et al., 2015).

Our study showed a significant negative relation between the minor

rs2235015 T allele and improvement of ΔHAMD‐172‐4W score. This

effect was previously also shown by Shan et al. (2019) who found a

significant relation between the rs2235015 GG genotype and lower

HAMD‐17 scores in patients using SNRIs. This indicates that the

functionality of the P‐gp receptor may be reduced in carriers of the

rs2235015 G allele, resulting in a better effect of the antidepressant

treatment.

The SNP rs2235040 A allele was found to have a significant

positive relation with the ΔHAMD‐170‐2W score but a significant

negative influence on the ΔHAMD‐172‐4W score. No significant

relation between the rs2235040 A allele and the improvement in the

ΔHAMD‐17 score in the total period of four weeks was found. A

comparable result was found for the SNP rs4148739; the rs4148739

G allele seems to have a significant negative influence on the

ΔHAMD‐170‐2W score but a significant positive influence on the

ΔHAMD‐172‐4W score. Also no significant relation between

rs4148739 G allele and the improvement in the ΔHAMD‐170‐4W was

found.

Both results indicate that the rs2235040 A allele and

rs4148739 G allele mainly influence the speed of the antidepres-

sant response in our study population and not the long‐term
response rate. The functionality of the P‐gp receptor seems less

in carriers of the rs2235040 A allele resulting in a faster antide-

pressant response. The functionality of the P‐gp seem significant

better in for carriers of the rs4148739 G allele resulting in a slower

antidepressant response.

Some original studies performed after the introduction of tri-

cyclic antidepressants and monoamine oxidase inhibitors, have

suggested a lag time in the true antidepressant response of two to

four weeks (Quitkin, et al., 1984). Several other studies however

disagreed with these findings and report no delayed onset of anti-

depressant action (Stassen et al., 2007; Taylor, 2007). To gain more

clarity on this, we examined the first two weeks and the last two

weeks separately. We observed that the response was greater

during the first two weeks than during the last; therefore no

question of a lag time existed. Whether the early antidepressant

effects observed in the first two weeks of treatment are specific or

non‐specific can be considered a debatable matter. In recent

decades, the criteria regarding major depressive disorders have

changed substantially. The characteristics of a major depressive

disorder according to DSM‐IV criteria differ considerably from

endogenous major depressive disorder (MDD) according to original

criteria as for example described in the research diagnostic criteria

(RDC) and have become far less specific (Loonen, 1997). As a result,

the symptom profiles of patients currently diagnosed with MDD are

more heterogeneous then those with endogenous depressive dis-

orders in the past.

We hypothesize the antidepressant effects observed are mainly

caused by activity reduction within a ventral extrapyramidal circuit

regulating the intensity of distress‐avoiding behavior (Loonen &

Ivanova, 2016). Our observation that certain ABCB1 gene poly-

morphisms are associated with the timing of the antidepressant

response does suggest that a pharmacological effect contributes to

the clinical response: P‐gp determines the rate at which cerebral

receptors are reached and the level of concentration.

A limitation of our study is the relatively short observation

period of only four weeks. This may be considered a too short period

when looking for specific antidepressant effects (Quitkin,

et al., 1984). However, the HAMD‐17 score improved within this

time‐period to such an extent that enlargement of the observation

time would probably have flawed the results by limiting the room for

further improvement. We have also limited ourselves to studying the

influence of the ABCB1 gene, although it may be minor compared to

the well‐known influence of CYP2C19 and CYP2D6 genes, because

the influence of this gene is mechanistically very interesting.

Another limitation is the naturalistic design and moderate

population size. Small differences in the overall response could

easily be missed, what might explain these negative results.

Moreover, this also resulted in small numbers of included patients

in some genotype groups. As we did not measure plasma levels,

non‐compliance could not be discovered and inter‐individual dif-
ferences in the extent of absorption and elimination of the anti-

depressants are not detected. There is however no reason to

assume that non‐compliance was not randomly distributed be-

tween the studied genotypes and all patients were treated as in‐
patients. Another relative limitation is the predominance of

women in the sample of patients (n = 134), which is associated

with a more frequent admission to the hospital in connection with

affective disorders of women, rather than men. But in the context

of the issue under discussion, this circumstance was verified not to

play a significant role in assessing the results obtained. A strong

point of our study is that all patients were treatment free for at

least six months, which excludes all carry‐over effects of recently

used antidepressants on the measured ΔHAMD‐17 improvement.

More than half of our patients had never used an antidepressant

in their life, so they can be considered to be completely antide-

pressant treatment naïve. Our study, in which we specifically

addressed the timing of antidepressant response, is intended as a

hypothesis generating study, and needs verification in a random-

ized design.
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5 | CONCLUSION

In conclusion, tricyclic antidepressants showed a higher improvement

of treatment outcome over four weeks compared to SSRIs in our

patient population. Polymorphisms rs2235040 and rs4148739 were

shown to affect the timing of the antidepressant response. The

improvement in ΔHAMD‐17 score was significantly larger in the first
two weeks of antidepressant treatment for carriers of the rs2235040

A allele and significantly smaller for carriers of the rs4148739 G

allele. The improvement in ΔHAMD‐17 score in the second two

weeks of treatment was in contrast significant higher for carriers of

the rs4148739 G allele and smaller for carriers of the rs2235040 A

and rs2235015 T allele. Since no significant difference in the

improvement in the ΔHAMD‐17 score in the total period of four

weeks was found for any of the SNP's, the SNP's seem to mainly

influence the speed of antidepressant response rather than the

response rate. Our findings indicate that in our population pharma-

cological effects do contribute to this early antidepressant response

(i.e., are not solely attributable to a placebo effect).
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